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language: English, abstract: Since 1989, retail certificates have become core in the field of retail
banking (Pilz 2006). Particularly, the stock crash between 2000 and 2003 has fostered the success
story of these investment products because many private investors have sustained enormous losses
with their stock exposures. Therefore, they have been looking for alternatives to traditional
investment forms which are lower in risk but gaining satisfactory returns (Schiereck 2004). In order
to fall in line with this growing specific demand of investors, major German banks have invented the
new asset class of retail certificates. These products can offer depositors characteristics for every
market scenario as its explicit strength (Lhr and Cremers 2007). This booming development reached
its peak in December 2007, as German private investors hold 135 bn EUR of retail certificates in their
deposits (Barthel 2008). Because of their attractive risk-return profile, Bonus Certificates, which were
issued for the first time by the German bank Sal. Oppenheim...
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This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
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